TENDER DOCUMENT

TENDER NO.: DLI/C&E/WI-675/309

FOR

Tender for “Erection and Painting (2 coats of Finish Paint) of “Fabricated Steel Structure for Buildings & Conveyor Galleries” for the project of “Augmentation of Fuel & Flux Crushing Facilities (Pkg-064)” for Bhilai Steel Plant (SAIL), Bhilai at Chhattisgarh”.
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MEMBER SCHEDULE

LADDER LEG - L90x90x8
LADDER RUNG - #20 ROUND
LADDER CAGE - FLAT 40x6
LADDER BASE PLT - PLATE 10 THK.
HANDRAIL POST - 65x65x6
HANDRAIL TOP & MIDDLE 50x50x6
TOE GUARD - SKILP PL 150x3 3.15 THK.

ALL STRUCTURAL STEEL SHALL ASPER IS-2062,GRA

DETAIL OF LADDER DET MKD-LD1

DETAIL OF LADDER DET MKD-LD2

TYPICAL DETAIL OF GRATING

DETAIL OF HANDRAILING MKD-HR-1

DETAIL OF HANDRAILING MKD-HR-2

Bhilai Steel Plant, Bhilai, Chhattisgarh
7.0 MTPA Expansion
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Structural Plate, Bracket, Ladder, Platform, & Handrail of MS Stack for CO2 Dust Extraction System
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